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THE THREE WORLDS PARADOX 
We love to classify things, perhaps because it is 
comforting to try to create order where none is 
apparent. One of the most basic divisions is of 
the world itself. We used to use the term 'The Third 
World' though this has fallen out of favour. Indeed 
the collapse of communism and the rise of the 
global market have made this term less 
appropriate. 

Vorley (2002) however, has suggested that rural 
economies themselves can now be classified into 
three worlds: 

Rural World 1 - Globally Competitive 
These farmers are a part of consolidated supply 
chains. They are agri-businessmen who have 
access to capital and loans to finance large-scale 
operations that have high inputs and outputs and 
are being increasingly mechanised. They make 
heavy demands on environmental resources, 
especially water. In some countries they receive 
subsidies, sometimes disguised, which they lever 
through political patronage. 
pp - - 

* Coordinator, Coffee Programme, CAB1 Commodities, Bakeham 
Lane, Egham, TW20 9TY UK. Email: cp.baker@cabi.org> 

Rural World 2 - The Shrinking Middle 
These are middle class landowners, often with long 
family traditions in farming who are well known in 
their locality. They may produce high volumes but 
more often of lower quality produce. They are 
undercapitalised and have tended to diversify into 
other trades to spread risk rather than to intensify 
and market their produce in new ways to new 
customers. Their fathers and grandfathers had 
much more political power than they now have 
themselves. 

Rural World 3 - Fragile Livelihoods 
Subsistence farmers, often selling their labour to 
large estates, they are unskilled, uneducated and 
dependent on family labour for most farm work. 
They are not involved in global food or fibre 
production systems. 

Much of the Rural World 2 description applies 
not just to developing world farmers but 
increasingly to industrialized countries as well. 
Many farmers in developed countries are under- 
capitalised, have no political power and do other 
work off the farm, or non-traditional activities such 
as tourism. Many of these might find that they 
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have more in common with family farmers in a 
developing country than with an agribusiness 
enterprise just across the valley. 

Whereas previously we might have looked for 
geopolitical ways of understanding agricultural 
development, now we look at production systems 
and power relationships in a purely commercial 
environment. All three worlds may now be found in 
a community near you or me. 

THE PARADOX OF POWER 
A whole academic discipline has built up around 
the study of commodity chains (i.e. the various 
steps between the farmer and the consumer), which 
looks especially at the balance of power along the 
chain. In the case of coffee for instance, it has been 
convincingly shown that this has changed over the 
last 20 years (Talbot 1997). Previously about half 
the profits from coffee stayed within the producer 
country, divided among farmer, trader, exporter and 
government. 

However, this has now shifted so that about 80% 
of total profits accrue outside the producer country. 
Ultimately this means more profits for shareholders 
of major coffee companies, the majority of whom 
are a small number of pensions plan providers. 

This leads to an unfortunate paradox: power has 
shifted to people who know little or nothing about 
the ultimate source of that power or the long-term 
consequences of its neglect. This engenders the 
uncomforting feeling that there is really no one in 
charge looking out for the long-term best interests 
of the rural environment and the people who live 
there. Indeed the guiding principle of the prevailing 
ideology is that it is the invisible hand of the market 
that controls the destiny of any commodity. 

THE FREE MARKET PARADOX 
Formerly, interventionist government policies in 
many states controlled market prices and provided 

extension services to maintain the quantity and 
quality of the product that the market traditionally 
expected the country to provide. The new globalised 
free-market system has swept away supports and 
in theory a greater proportion of the wholesale price 
should return to farmers, who will thus be able to 
afford the various services that will spring up to 
supply their needs. 

In reality this has been very slow to happen, though 
new market opportunities have emerged. These are 
particularly evident for coffee and some now are 
also happening for tea. Thus we have increasing 
interest in fair trade, organic certification, 
environmental labels (especially for coffee) as well 
as more and more 'relationship' trading. Traders 
are moving into farm management activities, 
financed by buyers who are looking for a particular 
service, e.g. a traceable certification for a retailer 
looking to promote clean and ethical products. 

If we add to this shifting and progressively 
competitive commercial situation, the reality of 
increasing environmental strains, due to intensive 
farming and climate change, it seems legitimate to 
assert that there are serious shortcomings in the 
level of knowledge and information available to a 
wide range of rural stakeholders. Simply, the needs 
of the rural sector are not being handled in a 
coordinated or proactive manner. 

Hence there is a free-market paradox: the global 
market depends on a free flow of information and 
knowledge but the system itself seems incapable 
of providing this freely1. High quality information and 
knowledge are limited to a few that can afford it 
and this self-limits the universality of true free trade. 

THE PUBLIC FUNDING PARADOX 
Donor funding for agricultural development has 

I Although the Internet is becoming increasingly available at low 
cost, information there is dispersed and its value difficult to assess 
since no universal standard of quality control applies. 
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declined steadily since the 1 96O7s, and is only now 
starting to rise again, from a much-reduced level. 

Belatedly, donor efforts are being redirected to more 
knowledge-intensive rural development projects, 
but these are finding difficulties because of the lack 
of existing extension infrastructure. Now-a-days 
rural support is more likely to be fragmented 
between under-funded government agencies and 
a broad range of NGOs, financed by relatively short- 
term donor efforts. 

Current development projects recognise the 
importance of transforming the rural sector of 
developing countries so that they become part of 
the global trade system and compete for market 
share on quality. However, to do this requires an 
increased investment in re-skilling and research, 
which was previously underpinned by the system 
swept away by free market policies. 

Hence we have a paradox that tax funds have to 
remedy a problem caused at least partly by an 
ideology that has disdained public funding. 

THE INFORMATION PARADOX 
The amount of scientific information is growing fast, 
as are the ways to communicate it. As the amount 
increases though, it becomes more difficult to keep 
up with this new information, leading to increasing 
specialisation. Many scientists have a very narrow 
view of their discipline and a poor idea of how it 
relates to broader topics. This leads to a problem 
of knowledge dissemination since few are given a 
specific remit to do this. 

Historically, knowledge was built through 
universities and research institutions that had the 
time and resources to synthesise information and 
teach it as a discipline. Instead, modern degree 
courses look more piecemeal as students take a 

feed this back into their course work. Consequently, 
few new graduates have a full mental tool-kit to 
take to the field and indeed the career opportunities 
for developing this are increasingly rare. 

All this leads to our final paradox: we are drowning 
in information but starved of knowledge. 
FINDING A WAY FORWARD 
From the above it follows that: 

Agriculture and trade practices have profoundly 
changed over the last decade or two. 
The various players of the commodity chain in 
producer countries have been poorly informed 
about these changes. 
Most farmers are entirely unaware of these 
changes and tend to blame local stakeholders 
or other producer countries. 
Alternative production strategies, new market 
opportunities and diversification options are not 
well disseminated or understood. 
New requirements for trade, including 
legislation, certification, quality etc. are unknown 
to many farmers. 
Although farmers often have intimate 
knowledge about aspects of their environment, 
they are poorly placed to adopt new 
environmentally sustainable measures. 

To be frank, it means that all of us, policy makers, 
decision makers, traders, retailers and international 
institutes, have badly failed the farmers that are 
the foundation of the agricultural sector. We have 
to do better. 

In the first instance farmers must be helped to 
become more self-sufficient. They must be supplied 
with the correct technical and market information. 
They need access to market contacts and the 
means to learn new techniques. 

large number of modular courses. Few level Unless massive new funds become available, 
teachers have the time or inclination to go into the of the information provision will have to be digitally 
field to understand grass-roots problems and then 
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based and the continued reduction in capital costs 
for computer and lnternet services will mean that 
commercial companies should be increasingly 
interested in supplying rural areas with these 
facilities. 

For this reason, CAB1 has developed the 
Compendium concept, which provides a very wide 
range of information, specially written by experts 
in the field and compiled in electronic form into both 
CD ROM and lnternet versions. It is rather different 
from a standard website, because the information 
is written specifically for the project and is much 
easier to search and download specific portions. It 
aims to apply a powerful multimedia technology to 
the collection, management and presentation of the 
global array of knowledge about a commodity, from 
production to consumption in order to provide a 
comprehensive knowledge base answering the 
expressed needs of user groups along the entire 
commodity chain. 

Principal users will include: 
Farmer groups 1 co-operatives and extension 
workers 
Those working in the trade (processing, export, 
import) 
Researchers, teachers and students 
Policymakers, regulatory staff, quarantine 
officers 
Retailers / cafes, trade associations 
"Allied services" (bankers, financiers etc) 
Consumers / enthusiasts, public awareness 
campaigners 
International organisations, regional 
organisations/networks 
Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 
Donors and development assistance agencies 

The breadth and depth of information are an 
important consideration in the design of the 
Compendium. There should be a broad spread of 
information, tailored to different user groups so that 

those groups can access information at different 
levels. The Compendium should act as a reference 
repository, covering the whole commodity chain. It 
could be a training tool that enables people to gain 
knowledge 'outside their area' from a 'pool of 
knowledge' (of varying depths). 

Previous Compendia projects have involved 
hundreds of experts from around the world. The 
Compendium will contain the following information 
components. 

Text 
Maps (of producer countries, climate, soil, 
ecozones etc.) 
Photo collections 
Data on growing, processing, pest control, 
trade, etc. 
Soft-linking (highlighting and clicking on a word 
of interest leads to information or a definition) 
Glossary 
Reviews of basic technologies 
Decision-making tools - e.g. diagnosis 
Full-text knowledge reviews (datasheets) 
Statistical information (with facilities to display 
data as charts, graphs etc) 
Economic impact information 
Country information 
Personal and coLporate notepad facilities 
Dynamic taxonomic hierarchy 
Identification keys 
Library of documents 
Bibliographic database 
CAB1 research abstracts back to 1972 
Training materials (across all coverage) 
Simulations and models (e.g. production costs, 
pest outbreaks, global warming effects etc.) 
Links to relevant websites 

Such an approach is not by itself enough to solve 
farmers' problems but it can serve as a focus of 
attention around which to build a service-based 
approach for farmers. This would include training 
events and approaches to specific companies 
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to sponsor training events and community 
projects. 

Such ideas are not new. In 1914 the US 
businessman Julius Rosenwald gave $1000 grants 
to the first 100 counties to hire County Extension 
Agents, helping the US Department of Agriculture 
launch a programme that still shapes rural America 
today. This was enlightened self-interest since 
prosperous farmers were more likely to buy the 
products that his company, Sears, Roebuck & Co., 
offered through mail order. His company paid for 
agriculture-oriented schooling for poor rural boys 
and financed information provision (Seymour, 
191 8); his was the most successful retail company 
of its day. 

We need to provide new ways to get new 
information to farmers and ways to ensure that they 
can access it and learn from it. We need to look for 
innovative ways to encourage private companies 
to contribute, in the spirit of enlightened self-interest. 
Many developing countries now have an 
empowered entrepreneurial class that we as 
scientists and development specialists must engage 
to help provide the means to support farming 
communities come to terms with the modern world. 
Farmers need to realise that they are part of a world 
community and that many people in other countries 
experience the same problems and think in ways 
very similar to themselves. 

SUMMARY 
The world is changing fast, from commercial, 
political, environmental and other perspectives. 

Power along the commodity chain has shifted and 
in some ways has diminished, those who have the 
power are not well informed of the problems up 
country. 

Farmers are expected to produce top quality 
products to ever-higher environmental standards 
but without the level of support of previous years. 

At the same time the number of niches for higher 
value products have proliferated. 
Hence farmers are expected to do more with fewer 
resources than previously. As things stand, we will 
not go back to the controlled markets of the past 
and hence we need to look for innovative ways to 
help farmers. 

Funding is likely to remain scarce so that ways 
need to be developed to empower farmers and train 
them. 

An important first step is to provide accessible 
information, both to farmers directly and to the hard- 
pressed extension services and NGOs that support 
them. 

If a comprehensive and easily accessible 
information platform can be created, it can be built 
upon to supply a wide range of requirements to 
farming communities. 
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Chapter 32 

SURVEY ON TEA SCIENCE IN CHINA BASED ON THE STATISTICAL 
ANALYSIS OF LITERATURES 

ZHU Yong-xing* 

Chairman invited Prof. Zhu Yong-xing with the remark that I got in touch with Prof. 
Zhu Yong-xing when he was looking for a website of lSTS registered five years ago 
that didn't exist. He has been the Executive Editor of the Journal of Tea Science for 
last 7years. He has a lot of information collected and has agreed to give us overview 
of the statistical overview on information on which Chinese science is proceeding, 
for example during the last two years we found that about 50 percent of the research 
publications are in the area of tea and health as different from a decade ago, when 
90 percent work related to research on Agronomy, crop production. This is a 
remarkable change that has taken place. Prof. Zhu who will give us the survey data 
of the information published in China about how many thousand journals existing in China on tea and 
the kind of work they are handling. 

ABSTRACT 
More than 20000 literatures on tea science were 
searched and col lected from al l  possible 
accessible sources in China, using the most 
advanced technologies on network, information 
and database. A database application system 
with index tools on tea literatures was developed, 
which included patent literatures, newspaper 
articles and journal papers concerning tea 
science. With this database application system 
the Chinese tea literatures published in journals 
were statistically analyzed. The results showed 
that there were 21206 tea literatures published 
in the last decade or so in 2073 publishing media 
and concerned 9132 authors (the first author) 
belonging to 6697 institutions. The developing 
trend on the amount of literature, the authors, 
the author affiliated institutions and the journals 
that published these literatures was statistically 
analyzed and discussed. 

Keywords: China; tea science; l iterature; 
database 

As one of the cradle land of tea plant (Camellia 
sinensis), China has a long history on tea utilization. 
The earliest literal record about utilization of tea in 
the world was in "Shennong ages" about 5000 years 
ago[']; while the earliest tea monograph was by Luyu 
"Chajing"w in Tang dynasty period about 3000 years 
ago. With the progresses of science and 
technology in modern time, more and more new 
knowledge and innovations about tea have been 
accumulated. Today, as a new professional 
knowledge system, tea science has been newly 
accepted as a university major in China. In order to 
build a solid base for this subject, it is an impendent 
task facing us to collect, coordinate and analyze 
tea literatures that are separated in thousands of 
journals. It is also a substructure for building a 
perfect knowledge system on tea science. 

There are 8889 journals in China. Tea science is a 
multi-concerning subject, and the amount of tea 

'Tea Research Institute, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, 
Key Lab of Tea Chemical Engineering, Ministry of Agriculture, literatures is huge published in thousands of 
~ a h ~ z h o u ,  Zhejiang 3 10008, China 
E-mail : c chayenxQmail.hz.z~.cn > 

journals. It is impossible to collect all the literatures 
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from so many journals in traditional way. Therefore, 
with the rapid development of information 
technology, computer technology and construction 
of Chinese national knowledge infrastructure, it is 
now time to collect, coordinate and analyze the tea 
literature from all possible access resources. In this 
paper the Chinese tea literatures of last decade 
were collected and statistically analyzed, and 
accordingly the overall situation of tea science 
development in China is discussed. In meantime 
some important information about tea science in 
China is also introduced. 

COLLECTION OF TEA LITERATURES 
Sources of Tea Literature 
Tea science is a multi-concerning subject. It is 
possible that tea literature appears in any kind of 
journals, so we enlarged our searching scope to all 
of 8889 journals. The main access of the collection 
included: 
1) China Journal Web affiliated in CNKl digital 

library, in which there are more than 6000 
journals 

2) Digital Journal Grope of Wanfang Digital Co. 
Ltd, in which most core academic journals are 
included 

3) Chinese Journal Database of Science and 
Technology affiliating to Southern West 
lnformation Center of Ministry of Science and 
Technology 

4) Some big libraries in Hangzhou, such as 
Zhejiang Library, Library of Zhejiang 
lnformation Research Institute, Library of 
Zhejiang University, and the literature 
collections on tea science made by Tea 
Research Institute and Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences 

5) Other resources, including mainly the 
literature data offered by or exchanged to 
other experts and scientists 

According to our experience, it could be estimated 
that above resources covered 90% of total amounts 

of tea literatures in China. Many methods were used 
to collect tea literatures in above accesses, 
including searching in internet by aids of index tools, 
indexing on CD room and copying the literatures to 
collect database; we also input literatures to our 
database through computer keyboard. As a result 
more than 20000 tea literatures were collected. 
Coordination of Collected Tea Literatures 
To deal with huge quantity of information, the best 
way was using method of building computer 
database. In these days the access database 
program possesses great power in dealing with 
analysis and utilization of literature information. In 
this application our processing steps were as 
follows. 
1 ) Formation of a database with access program 

for all collected literatures 

2) Reconstruction of database through reforming 
the field items of database and transition of 
data, so as to make all data in uniformity 

3) Deleting all overlapping literatures by using 
index function of database and manually 
check method 

4) Filtering and separating the non-tea literatures 
that contained tea-meaning words in their 
titles or key words such as Ku Ding Cha 
(Ilexkudincha C. J. Tseng), weight-losing tea, 
An Cha Jian, etc. 

Data obtained thus in the final database were 
unique and of uniform format. In order to facilitate 
the statistical calculation several assistant field 
items were added to the database, and finally we 
separated the eligible data to restructure an access 
database. The data in this database is directly used 
for following statistical calculation. 

SURVEY ON TEA LITERATURES IN CHINA 
General Situation and Annual Distribution of 
Tea Literatures 
In total 21206 literatures were collected which were 
published in 2073 periodicals in last decade. Among 
these 9514 literatures belonged to academic papers 
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(mainly original research reports, academic thesis, 
summaries on tea science, etc., usually containing 
key words and abstract) and 11692 belonged to 
non-academic papers (mainly those of technical 
guidance, science & technology, news reports, tea 
culture and history, and some comments on tea 
science & technology). The concerned major 
subjects of tea literatures now have been enlarged 
to more than 15 fields as follows: culture, genetics 
& breeding, processing, mechanism, plant 
protection, biochemistry & physiology, medicine, 
foodstuff & feedstuff, economics, culture & history, 
biology, information, agricultural engineering, 
literature & art, comprehensive utilization of tea etc., 
and for many subjects the concepts and research 
fields were also obviously enlarged. 

Using the most stable and accordant data samples 
the distribution of China tea literature amounts in 
the last 10 years was conducted. The results (Table 
1) showed that in this decade the amount of 
published tea literatures rose rapidly, from 457 
articles in 1993 to 1567 articles in 2002 (average 
increasing ratio 14.67%). For academic literatures 
the increase was more rapid, from 184 articles in 
1993 to 775 articles in 2002 (average increasing 
ratio 17.32%). It should be noted that the highest 
amount of tea literatures appeared in 2000, and in 
2001 there were decreasing trends (Table 1). 

Table 1. Annual distribution of tea literature 
amounts 
Year 1 19931 1994/1995 1 19961 19971 199811 999~2000~2001~2002 

Total 

Authors of Tea Literatures 
In all collected literatures there were 20132 articles 
having signed authors. The total number of authors 
in these articles was 36649 personsltimes, 1.82 for 

literatures 

Academic 

literatures 

Academic 

rrotal 

each paper in average. Among these there are 91 32 
different persons as the first author in each 
individual paper; each first author wrote 2.17 papers 
in average. Out of the total, Chen Zongmao had 
written the most amounts of tea literature among 
all tea literature authors in China, followed by Zhao 
Hetao, Qian Shilin, Lv Weixin, etc. When calculating 
by academic literatures, there were 9390 papers 
with signed authors, the total amount of first author 
was 5022, 1.87 articles for each first author in 
average. The authors who wrote the most amounts 
of academic papers individually are Liang Yuerong, 
Cao Jin, Chen Zongmao, etc. 

There are 80 persons who wrote more than 10 
academic papers individually. Although these 
persons formed only 1.6% of the total authors, they 
published academic papers as much as 13.1 3% of 
the total literatures (Table 2). These authors should 
be listed in the core name list of Chinese tea 
literatures. 

455 

183 

Table 2. Frequency distribution of literatures 
written by each author 

1065 

273 

0.400.260.31 

Calculation on frequency distribution of literature 
amounts written by each author was conducted and 
the relation between literature amounts written by 
each author and the correlative amounts of authors 
was analyzed (Fig. 1). Results showed that the most 
authors wrote only 1-2 papers individually, and the 
amounts of first author decreased sharply as the 

Range of 

literature 

amounts 

(articles) 

Number 

of authors 

(persons) 

Literatures 

published 

1207 

370 

literatures 

730 

2 

76 

1296 

427 

30-26 

2 

56 

1923 

636 

25-21 

9 

205 

1903 

801 

20-16 

15 

266 

191 1 

804 

0 .330 .330 .420 .420 .300 .330 .46  

15-1 1 

52 

652 

2891 

858 

10-6 

160 

1189 

2283 

755 

5-1 

4681 

6946 

1864 

856 

Total 

5022 

9390 
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increasing of article amounts written by individual 
first author. The relation shows a minus index type 
distribution. 

Fig. 1. Distribution of literature amount written 
by individual author 

Institutes Concerning Tea Literature 
15616 literatures had signed institutes, and the 
following analysis on institutes was based on these 
literatures. Calculation results showed that there 
are 6697 institutes concerning to the writing of tea 
literatures in last 10 years. Among these the 
important ones are: Tea Research Institute, 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (673 
articles); Zhejiang (Agricultural) University (649 
articles); Anhui Agricultural University (575 
articles); Hunan Agricultural University (356 
articles); Tea Research Institute, Fujian Academy 
of Agricultural Sciences (331 articles); Tea 
Research Institute, Anhui Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences (305 articles); and Tea Research 
lnstitute of Hunan Province (274 articles). There 
are 16 institutes who wrote more than 100 articles 
of tea literature. They are the main producer of 
tea literatures in China. They contributed much to 
tea science and technology of China. 

When compared with academic literatures, which 
have more close relationship to the development 
of tea science, the situation was somewhat 
different to above findings. There were 7962 
academic articles having signed institutes that 

numbered 3602. The institutes whose number of 
tea literatures are on top of the list are: Zhejiang 
(Agricultural) University (469 articles); Tea 
Research Institute, Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences (372 articles); Anhui 
Agricultural University (353 articles); Hunan 
Agricultural University (282 articles); Tea 
Research Institute of Hunan Province (189 
articles); Tea Research Institute, Anhui Academy 
of Agricultural Sciences (162 articles); Tea 
Research Institute, Fujian Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences (149 articles); and Tea Research 
Institute of Guizhou Province (1 23 articles). These 
institutes should be considered as the key power 
for the development of tea science. 

Fig. 2. Contribution of different kinds of 
institutions to the research literatures on tea 

Colleges Kcsearch Managcr Intcrpricc Other+ 

Based on the academic literatures, the institutes to 
which the first author was affiliated were classified. 
The result showed that the university institutes 
possessed the maximum amount of tea literatures; 
there are 1437 such university institutes that 
published 351 1 articles. This was followed by the 
research institutes (there are 639 research institutes 
with 2255 published articles), and then the technical 
managements (there are 781 such institutes with 
1091 published articles). Besides 802 articles were 
written by 446 other type of institutes, such as tea 
farms, tea processing factory, etc. Contribution of 
different kinds of institutes towards published 
literature in shown in Fig. 2. 
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Journals Concerning to Tea Literatures 
Tea science is an extensive science subject and 
tea literatures appear in many kinds of periodicals. 
The tea journals that we are familiar with contain 
only a small number of total tea literatures. 
Statistical calculation showed that 21206 tea 
literatures were published in 2073 journals; among 
these there were 9514 academic literatures 
published in 1419 journals. The results of the 
frequency distribution of tea literatures in journals 
are shown in Table 3. 

As shown in Table 3, for the total amounts of 
literatures the concerned journals are comparative 
concentrated. The most important 22 journals, 
which formed only 1.06% of the total number of 
journals, published 12454 tea articles that 
amounted to 58.72% of the tolal tea literatures. The 
situation is different for the academic tea literatures; 
it showed two characteristics of both concentration 
and decentralization. One side is that the most 
important 15 journals published 41 24 tea papers 
that formed 43.35% of the total amount of academic 
tea literatures. On the other side there are also 
1307 journals, which take 90.6% of the total journal 
amounts, published only 30.51 % of total academic 
tea literatures. 

Among all tea concerning journals, CHINA TEA is 
listed on the top place for its highest quantity of 

publishing tea articles, and JOURNAL OF TEA 
SCIENCE is considered as the most important 
journal on tea science for its publishing academic 
tea literatures with highest quantity, most 
systematically, and promptly responding to new 
innovations on tea science. The following journals 
published more tea literatures and should be the 
preferred collection journals for tea information 
concerned institutes: CHINA TEA, 
AGRICULTURAL ARCHAEOLOGY, TEA 
BULLETIN, FUJIAN TEA, TEA, JOURNAL OF TEA 
SCIENCE, TEA COMMUNICATION, MULBERRY 
AND TEA COMMUNICATION, JOURNAL OFTEA 
MACHINARY etc. Special attention should be paid 
that most of tea literatures are published in non- 
tea titled journals and some of theses having 
contributed more to tea science. 
According to above statistical calculation following 
conclusions about periodicals can be made: 
1) The journal types of professional tea journals, 

medicine journals, foodstuff journals and some 
university journals on agricultural science are 
the main sources of tea literatures 

2) Some professional tea journals contribute very 
little to tea science, although they published 
many tea literatures 

3) Some journals of medicine and foodstuff 
contribute much to tea science although they 
published only a little of tea literatures. 

Table 3. Distributing frequency of tea literatures in journals 
Range of articles 1 1-10 1 11 -20 / 21-30 1 31-40 1 41-50 / 51-60 1 61-70 1 71 -80 1 81-90 1 91-100 1 >lo0 1 Total 
Journal amounts 1 1333 1 53 1 21 / 3 15  / 7 1 2  / 2 1 1 1 1  116 11443 

Rate of journal(%) 
/ 93.15 14.43 1 1.83 / 0.53 10.48 / 0.39 1 0.14 1 0.00 / 0.19 10.14 11.06 

Note: The upper data in each cell of the table are the calculated results of academic literature, and the lower data are 

those of total literature. 
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Chapter 34 

ROLE OF TEA MUSEUM IN TEA CULTURE AND INDUSTRY 

Shigeri Kodomari* 

Dr. Shigeri Kodomari was born on March 1, 1940. He graduated from Faculty of 
Agriculture at Gifu University in 1962, after which he carried on studies on Tea pest 
Control at Shizuoka Tea Experiment Station. He was Director of Shizuoka Tea 
Experiment Station from 1995-98. He became Curator of Kanaya Tea Museum in 1998, 
which he still holds. 

ABSTRACT 
Tea museums play many important roles. 
Collecting, recording, saving and exhibiting the 
historic facts about tea are some of the basic roles, 
besides providing facilities for sightseeing tour on 
tea. Visitors have knowledge about tea through 
exhibitions. Also, tea museum should be the 
intellectual base and offer latest and useful 

* Kanaya Tea Museum, Shizuoka, Japan 
E Mail ckodomari@mrg.biglobe.ne.jpz 

information to consumers, farmers, dealers, 
researchers and others. Therefore, we carry out 
lectures, seminars and international symposia. 
We have exchanged information with China 
National Tea Museum, Famen Temple Museum 
and TenFu Tea Museum in China, PinRin Tea 
Museum in Taiwan and various other 
organizations. Popularization of PC has made 
exchange of information with others very easy. 
Therefore, coping with the Internet and database 
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is important, and so also the proper management 
of museums. 

DEFINITION OF A MUSEUM 
There are many museums in the world and each 
has its own details of foundation, purpose, scale 
and social roles. ICOM defines museum as "A 
nonprofit building where important cultural, 
historical, or scientific objects are kept and 
shown to the public in order to make studies, 
education, amusements and promoting social 
development." 

VARIETY OF TEA AND CORRESPONDENCE TO 
A MUSEUM 
The culture of tea has very old historical tradition 
and its worldwide extent. Therefore, there are so 
many fields connected with tea: as plant, 
economical farm products, functional foods, and 
those involved in the arts and mind environment 
that has produced national character. Still more, 
only tea has countless utility values and allied 
industries, but other foods have not such valuable 
peculiarity. As to the peculiarity of tea, it is very 
difficult to make a role for tea according to the 
definition, "a museum", and especially to the point 
of scale. Recently, it has become very important to 
manage museum for user-centered systems. I think 
that a museum must provide our customers with 
useful information in this IT age. 

"NEW TEA MUSEUM" KANAYA, SHIZUOKA, 
JAPAN 
Kanaya Tea Museum was opened in 1998 in 
Shizuoka Prefecture where 50% of all Japanese 
tea is produced. This tea museum presents history 
of Japanese tea culture and its industries. We can 
enjoy tea tasting from all over the world and 
understand a variety of tea drinks. Furthermore, 
we can experience traditional tea ceremony in an 

old style (17th century) tearoom and a special 
garden. Also it is very important to deal with tea 
businesses, such as tea farm, tea merchant or 
tea researcher. We do cultural exchanges with the 
China National Tea Museum, Famen Temple 
Museum and TenFu Tea Museum in China, PinRin 
Tea Museum in Taiwan, etc. aggressively. We also 
deal with business groups and research institutes 
in China, Korea, Turkey, India and Sri Lanka. We 
also hold international tea competit ion, 
international tea seminar, qualifying examination 
for Chinese tea instructor etc. The museum is a 
cultural institution and, since its purpose is not for 
profit making, its activities become numerous. 

MUSEUM MANAGEMENT - ITS IMPORTANCE 
The basic role of a museum is to keep the interest 
of people alive and keep them informed about the 
historical facts. People who are interested in tea 
should be able to visit museums easily. Museums 
also contribute towards progress of new tea 
industries within the country and abroad. Such 
goals, where the main aim is not to seek profit, make 
the evaluation process difficult. However, 
commercial strategies even with limited funds 
remain the same for great effect. At our museum 
the goal is to give satisfaction to visitors, enrich 
citizens' lives through tea and make a contribution 
to tea industries. We manage all this through help 
of our talented people, artifacts and information 
presented effectively. 

MUSEUMS AND INFORMATION LINKAGE 
Visitors expect the museums to collect all relevant 
information like a treasury, and provide it quickly 
with no bounds when required. IT society makes it 
necessary for more people to cover many expenses 
to compile, store and dissimulate information. An 
important subject in the future is how to categorize 
information business for museum management. 
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